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Title word cross-reference

$105 [Rog10]. $39.99 [Saf10].

* [NS10b].

/ACM [TODM19, XPP19].

0-470-24211-6 [Tri10a]. 0-672-32877-1 [Saf10].

10th [RGBR14, MRJD17, SNGM19]. 12 [KS10]. 14th [CTD19, CEH19]. 1999 [Ber10a]. 1st [GKK+9, LNG+13, BCDE18a, BCDE18b, FS11, GGR10, GKMM18, GKS17, HMS16, KMR+19, KKPJ10, KMTD17, RFD+18b, RFD+18a, TLG+16].


3 [Sch18, M.13]. 300 [BM10c]. 368pp. [Tri10a]. 3rd [Gve13c, Teo11, Tri10b, HKPS12].
404 [Sch16b]. 41st [SNGM19]. 4th [LRS11, BBU+17, DJB17, GPW17, KNOF13, LLM+12, LLM+13].

510 [BM10a]. 580 [BM10b]. 5th [GKK+19, CBK10, LAK10, UYG+19].

6th [LIL13, LZK+18].

7th [BBG+13].

[Jai11, MD12, NGD14a, NGD14b, NP16, RK16, BKM12, BK11, CSKB11, CSKB12, CSKB13, CJ10, Dah10, DBK+_13, Eis12b, eAMO10, GB11, GDF13, GKK11, GC12, JG13, JRX12, JDV12, JZY12, Loc12, Mac10, MKP12, MKB11, MM10a, MBN13, MVGM10, Mor13, NUK13, NB10, RMFO13, RVR12, RVB12, SNS10a, SNS10b, SBS11, SV13, UDA10, YAS11, YO11, dCBS13].

Approaches [KMTD17, GD10, JG12, PASS13, GR12].

Arbon [Tan12].

Arch [Ber13, Swa12b].

Architect [Cho10].

Architecting [GTK17, TCB+_12].

Architectural [Pan10, KJ10, MBC10].

Architecture [AFF+_16, HMB18, AJP13, Ban10b, Ber11a, Del13, GAWM11, GMCH+_13, GSBI1, KS13b, LAK10, LGMM10, MRN13, Miy11, SKJ+_13, SNS10c, Wer10, Bes13b, Del12c].

Architectures [RFD+_18b, RFD+_18a].

Archive [ASN19].

area [RPB12].

areas [HBM13].
arising [CS12b].

Art [Tri10b, Vu11].

Artefacts [Sin19].

Artifact [Kri13].

Artificial [HdCH+_12, MSH19, Sch19].

ASDM [Jan12].

Asia [WL13].

Asia-Pacific [WL13].

Aspect [SPKM16, CBdRS10, CCI13, MBB11, NKS10, SBK13, Tek12b].

Aspect-Oriented [SPKM16, CCI13, NKS10, SBK13, Tek12b].

Aspects [BWSF18a, BWSF18b, DST+_10, MRJD17, PDS+_13, Tra11b].

Assembly [SP13].

assertion [BRD+_12].

assertion-based [BRD+_12].

assess [JDV12].

Assessing [Mun19, PSJ18].

Assessment [BK16, DR10, DR11a, KS12b, NKS10, kP16, eAMO10, HBM13, HPO+_13, Nie12].

assignment [RRSV13].

assurance [Yaz10].

AST [CEH19].

ASTD [MGLF12].

Athanasios [Kie12].

Atomic [HNT16].

Attack [SKE+_18, SEK+_19, RRSV13, SG12].

Attacks [KK14, BR13, SBS12, SBS13c, VS11a, VS11b, YAS11].

attending [Kat13].

Attention [HNT16].

attributes [CPG+_12, GD10].

automata [BS13b, MB12].

automated [CJ10, RA13].

Automatic [RMFO13, SRS10a, ZLN18, dSAVP10].

Automation [BCDE18a, BCDE18b, CBB10, CEH19, Bas10].

Autonomous [GKS17, GKL18a, GKL18b, RDF+_18b, RDF+_18a].

Availability [CK11a].

avoid [Ber12a].

Avoidance [SGS12a].

AVR [HB10].

Aware [DRO+_17, HB10, RDF+_18b, RDF+_18a].

awareness [BP10].

B [GB10, Ru11, dSAVP10].

bad [SK11].

Balanced [WZ12].

balancing [KAZ14].

Balasubramanian [Ebe13].

Bang [Sch16b].

Bar [WCG+_18].

Barcodes [Bel11].

Barry [Tel13e].

Based [KS12a, KS13a, KAZ14, LIL13, LAX17, Mot19, Mun19, NGD14a, NGD14b, SPKM16, Ban11, BRD+_12, BMMR12, BD11, BSS13b, BMRB10, BDJ10, BK11, BZC+_18, CV13, Cat13, CSKB12, DBK+_13, Eis12b, Fra11, GT10, HWA12, HB10, JM13, JRX12, JDV12, KS11b, KB12, KSR12, KK13, KB11b, LPP+_19, Lon10a, Lon10b, MKP12, MKB11, MM10a, NS10a, PGP13, PM10, PCR12, RMFO13, RRSV13, RB10, RK16, SNS10a, SNS10b, SBS11, SAM13b, SAS11, SK12a, SK13, SV13, Swa12a, Tee10b, TG11, TS11, VM13, VS11b, WJ12, YAS11, dCBS13, Men13, SS10b, YA12, Sali10, Del11c].

Bashan [Tel12d].

Bashar [Ber12d].

basics [Win11b].

basis [DD11, JZY12, SBS11].

Bayesian [JRX12, JDV12].

Be [Ost16a, Ost17, Ost18a].

become [Tra10a].

BeginToReason [FS18].

Behavior [Sun18].

Behavioral [CSKB13, BS12, SK13].

behaviour [SK12c].

Bellagio [Tel12d].

Ben [Tel12d].

benchmark [Gre12].

Benchmarking [CKS18, Loc12].

benchmarking-inspired [Loc12].

Benefits

SAS16, SS16, SSJM12, SFTS18, SNGM19, Tei18, Tek12a, TDVW17, TODM19, UYG+19. **Engineering**

[Ard10, AH10a, AH11a, AH12a, AH12c, AH12d, AH13a, AH13b, AH13c, AH13d, Ber10b, BÁ10a, BÁ10b, BÁ10c, BÁ10d, Ber11b, Ber11a, BÁ11, Ber11c, Ber12c, Ber12d, BMRB10, CA10, CV13, Cat13, Dah10, DST+10, ED12, GMCH+13, GKK11, GT10, GD12, HPO+13, JD13, KG111, LKM*13, LRS11, MFF+10, MM11b, PDS+13, SK10a, Sol12, TCB+12, Tra11b, Tra13, YO11, Zag13, TDWV17, TSEvD10, TSvD+11, Rus11, Hat12]. **Engineers**

[Ost16b, Tra10b].

**Enhancing** [NS10a].

**Ensemble** [BM18].

**Ensuring** [St.12].

**Enterprise** [Bes13b, Ebe13, Men12].

**Entire** [Cat13].

**Enumeration** [YA12].

**Environment** [BWSF18a, BWSF18b, Roy19, ACS13, ZS13, Teo13a].

**Environments** [MMM10, MMM11, MMM13].

**Envisioning** [Roy19].

**Eoin** [Del12c].

**Equivalence** [NP16], **era** [Kie12].

**Eric** [M.13].

**Erl** [Ebe13].

**Error** [Sch16b, SK11, SK12d, SD11].

**Errors** [GL18].

**ESEC** [Kat13].

**ESEC/FSE** [Kat13].

**ESEM** [LRS11].

**essays** [Tra10c, Tra11b].

**Essence** [CC13, PMM16].

**Essential** [Ngo12], **essentials** [Del11a].

**estimate** [SNS10a, SNS10b].

**estimates** [Mat19].

**Estimation** [BM18, DR11b, GB11, ZS14, BMD12, DD11, NUK13, NAS10, SK10a, SK12a, SV13].

**ETDSOA** [SNS10c].

**Eternal** [Ber11b, Ber11a].

**Ethical** [Ost16b].

**ETL** [MKK12b, MKK13b].

**Evaluating** [NB10, Gre12b].

**Evaluation** [HSS+16, kP16, eAMO10, Kn13, PCR12].

**Event** [Rus11, SNS10c].

**Event-B** [Rus11].

**Ever** [Sha16].

**Ever-growing** [Sha16].

**Everything** [Win11a].

**Evidence** [Kam19, Mot19, CV13, Cat13, JM13].

**Evidence-Based** [Mot19, CV13, Cat13].

**Evolution** [KK19, LIL13, RB10, SA16, VCPP12, AJP13, CSKU13, CMGV13, JG12, JK11, SS13, TG11, WJ12].

**examples** [De13, Teo13c].

**exchange** [Sau11].

**exclusion** [Ban12a].

**Excursion** [Sha16].

**ETL** [MKK12b, MKK13b].

**Evaluating** [NB10, Gre12b].

**Evaluation** [HSS+16, kP16, eAMO10, Kri13, PCR12].

**Event** [Rus11, SNS10c].

**Event-B** [Rus11].

**Exploration** [ACG+19].

**Explorative** [BK16, BBF13].

**Explore** [Sin19].

**Exploring** [LKM+13], **extended** [LGMM10, NK13, YKF+12], **extending** [Bas10, Teo11].

**extensions** [MPR12].

**Extraction** [SP13].

**Eye** [SBP19].

**F#** [Tri10a].

**Facing** [JY12].

**factories** [RR11].

**Failure** [Adr19, DC13].

**Fairley** [BM10a].

**FAQs** [Not10].

**Fault** [BB11b, CK11b, HWA12, JM13, MJ11, SKT10].

**fault-proneness** [JM13].

**Faults** [RK16, CN11, GB13b].

**faulty** [Tra11a].

**Feasibility** [KBRS17b].

**Feature** [SM17, Ber11a, Kai12].

**feature-access** [Jai12].

**feature/architecture** [Ber11a].

**features** [JS18a, MKK+12a, MKK+13a].

**Fedora** [Men12].

**feed** [DD11, SK10b].

**feed-forward** [DD11, SK10b].

**feedback** [HJW13].

**Figures** [Not10].

**File** [Dro16, SM17].

**files** [Tra11b].

**finger** [Jai13].

**finger-tip** [Jai13].

**Finite** [YAS11, MB12, RMFO13].

**firmware** [Mor13].

**first** [Ber10a, LKM+13, MFF+10, HdrCH+12, RJJ13, Tek12a, TSEvD10].

**first-order** [Ber10a].

**Fisher** [Gou12].

**Five** [SW18].

**Flannery** [Tri10b].

**flexibility** [Whi11].

**FLOSS** [Lee18, RGBR14].

**Flow** [SA14, MKP12, PMTP12].

**flow-based** [MKP12].

**fluctuation** [SKT10].

**Flynt**
[Cha13b, Teo13h]. Herlihy [Vu11]. Herman
[Kie13a]. Heterogeneous [SA17, JS12].
Heuristics [SKE+18]. hidden [Tra11a].
Hierarchical [BK16, YKF+12]. High
[XZM13, BSS13a, Bas10, CN11, GB13b,
Ngo12, ZS13]. high-level [BSS13a, Bas10].
high-performance [Ngo12]. Higher
[SNR17]. Hiroko [Bel11]. History
[GL18, PC14, Sch11b]. HJ [HAM+19]. hoc
[KS12]. Holmquist [Kie13b]. Holtsnider
[Mit11]. Horstmann [Gve13a]. hours
[Pai13a]. House [Ost18b]. HP [Mor13].
Hsu [Sch13a]. Http [Sch16b]. HTTPS
[BR13]. Hudson [Teo13b, Teo13h].
Hugues [Aus11]. human
[DST+10, PDS+13]. Humans [Ber10a].
Humphrey [Act11]. Hunter [Jah13, Tra12].
Hu [Del12d]. Hwang [Fro13a]. Hybrid
[KM17, GKK11, MM10a, MNB13,
PdMG12].

Ian [Ngo11]. IBM [Teo12d]. ICGSE
[CTD19]. ICPE [LMS11]. ICSE
[CCM+10, Fra16, GGR10, HRZN10,
LNG+13, SNMG19, Elb16, Elb17, Elb19,
KOPR16, LAK10, LKM+13, OKNB11].
ICSE’2012 [GR12]. ICSSP
[KOPR16, KOH’+18a, KOH’+18b, SAHC19].
ICT [Rom12]. idea [NS10b]. Identification
[CBD10, ANCM12, MBN13]. identify
[SK11, SK12d]. Identifying
[SA14, Tec11, MKK12b, MKK13b]. Idle
[And13]. IEEE
[BM10a, BCDE18a, BCDE18b, Fra16, LIL13,
TODM19, XPP19, CEH19]. IEEE/
[CEH19]. If [Sch16a]. illustrative [RV12].
imbalance [WZ12]. Impact
[BR16, Mun19, GB13b, MPR12, MD12, Tra11a]. Impactful
[Xie16b]. Imperative [AGC+19].
imperialist [JD13]. implant [RRK13].
implementation [BB11a, RFS10, Wer10].
Implications [MSS19, Swa12a]. important
[Kat13]. improve [SS10a]. Improved
[KJ10, ÖZ16a, ÖZ16b, KS10].

Improvement
[LWT+19, RC17, GJ13, MM10a].
Improving [SM12a, Tei18, HWA12, YO11].
icorrect [Ban12a]. increase
[MKP12, MBC10]. Incremental [SEK+19].
independent [VS11a]. Index
[KS11a, UDA10]. India
[KMR+19, MRJD17, SS16]. Industrial
[Fra16, Jie16]. Industries [Jie16]. Industry
[DB17, MS19, MM11b, Sol19, MM10b,
Rom12]. inequality [JY12]. inevitable
[Eis12a]. inference [CSC12]. informal
[CJ10]. Information
[MM10, MM11, MM13, MM16, WC10, Cho10, KS11,
KS13b, PMP12, Sau11, Yu11]. infrastructure
[Fro13b]. initial [LKM+13]. Injection
[KK14]. innovation [Kie13b].
Innovations
[MRJD17, Sch13a].
innovative [RVR12]. Input
[NP16, Pha18]. Ins
[GBK12]. Inselberg
[BM10b]. Insights
[SAS16, Jah13, Sch13b]. inspecting
[CBD10]. inspection [DBA13, NS10a].
inspired [Loc12, RT13]. Install
[Dek10]. intangible [CSC12]. Integrated
[Roy19, Wei18, CSB13, Rom12].
ingrating [SKJ+13, Teo11]. Integration
[MM18, BB11a, Jah12]. Integrity
[KK12a]. Intelligence
[HdCh+12, MS19, Sch19, BDM12].
Intelligent
[MRJD17, Roy19]. intensive
[HB13]. Inter
[Sin19, GS12, MO11].
inter-agent [GS12]. Inter-Related
[Sin19]. inter-relationship [MO11].
interaction
[Sau11]. Interactions
[SA14]. Interactive
[MW12]. intercomparison
[MBC10].
interface
[O’S11]. interfaces
[Del11b].
International
[BCKS12a, BCKS12b, BCKS13, BG+13,
BBU+17, CTD19, CBK10, CHMW19,
DB17, FS11, GJ12, GKK18, GKK+19,
GK17, GKL18a, GKL18b, GFBE10,
GPW17, HRZN10, HIC+12, HDS12,
HKPS12, KKP10, KKPJ12, KNOV12,
KNOF13, KMT17, LLM+12, LLM+13,
M [Del11a, Wer10]. Mac [Coo12]. machine
[MS10, Ngo11, RP12, YAS11]. machines
[ACK12, BS12, RMFO13]. Maintainability
[DRD12, KSK11, DR11a, JDV12, NAS10,
UDA10]. Maintenance
[LIL13, CPPC12, JG12, KPA10, PA10]. make [Jah13]. Making [Ald19, BA13],
Ber12a, Sch10, Win10b, Tra10a]. Mallow
[CN11]. Malware [JC13]. manage
[RRK13, Win10a]. Management
[GFBE10, HNT16, JS18b, SA16, BGS+13,
Fra11, GSB11, HB10, Lee10, MM10b,
MM13b, NS10a, Teo12d]. manager [Mit11].
Managing
[AEK16, Ber12b, EIS12a, FCT+17, IOS18,
KNOV12, KNOF13, OKNB11, CSG13,
Sch13b, BM10a, Gla12, Sch13b]. Mantle
Mapping [NK13, CV13, JS18a, NAS10].
Marc [Saf10]. Maria [Bat11]. Marilyn
[Gve13c]. Mark [Cha13a, Men12, Ngo11].
market [SGM12]. MARTE [GPC12].
Martin [Gla11, Gou12]. Master
[EH19a, EH19b, Cat13]. masters [Sol12].
matching [KPA10, PA10]. mathematical
[MSK+10]. MATLAB [Epp11]. matrix
[UDA10, YKF+12]. Matt [Teo13].
matters [Sch13c]. Matthew
[Bes13a, Cha13b, Teo13]. Maurice [Vu11].
Maurizio [Bat11]. Mauro [Coo12]. May
[Fra16, SG1M19]. McCool [Ber13, Swa12b].
McCormick [Aus11]. McCullough
[Bes13a]. McMurtry [Saf10]. MDE
[GM1M18]. Mean [Sch19]. means
[NUK13]. measure
[CSKB11, CPPC12, KB11b]. Measurement
[NGD14a, LRS11, VB13]. Measuring
[KCS11, KKK11, PC14, SKT10, Tee10a,
Sin13]. mechanism [KS11b, WJ12, YO11].
media [Teo13c]. media-rich [Teo13e],
mediocracy [Sch13c]. medium [CN11].
Medoids [BB11b]. Meeting [KM+19].
Memory [JWB+18]. menu [Jai11, Jai12].
Merani [Bat11]. Mercuri [Saf10].
MESOCA [LIL13]. messages [Ban10].
Meta [SKE+18]. Meta-Heuristics
[SKE+18]. Metamorphic [XXP19].
metaphor [KNOV12]. Method
[BA19, GD12, Tee10b, TJ12, eAMO10],
HK12, JS18a, NAS10, Rip12, dSAVP10].
Methodological [Saa19]. methodologies
[MM11a]. methodology [RRN13].
Methods [GP12, GR12, HMS16, MKS10,
Rom12, Tec10a, Tec11]. Metric
[Kay11, MSM18, Jon13, NS10a, PG13].
Metrics [BR16, DR11b, HNT16, KB11a,
SP13, Sin13, CN11, CMGV13, DR10, DR11a,
GB13a, Gup11, JMI13, JK11, JK12, Loc12,
MW12, MO11, NAS10, NMVS11, PASS13,
PM12, SGS12b, SK11, SK12d, SS13, SSK13,
Yaz10, CCM+10, SS10b]. Michael
[Ber11d, Ber13, Gou12, Rog10, Swa12b].
[Sch13b]. micro [HB10]. Microsoft
[Teo13, Saf10]. Microtasking [Ad19].
Mike [Gve13b, Mor13]. military [Sau11].
Mills [Hag11]. mind [OS11]. Mining
[Mun19, PC14, SAS16, Sin19, MKB11,
Ngo11, RV12]. MiSE [CD17]. missing
[Teo13]. Mitch [Teo13]. Mitigating
[BGS+13]. Mitigation [KK14]. MITM
[BRS13]. mixed [eAMO10]. Mobile
[Hal13, LNG+13, Teo13c, BD11, Bel11,
MKK12b, MKK13b, Pai13}. Mobile-Enabled [LNG+13]. MOBS
\[ \text{LNG}^{+13}. \] \textbf{Model} [BZC$^{+18}$, Bul18, FSK12, GPW17, KAZS14, LLS12, LAX17, Mac10, MP17, MJCdlF17, PM10, Tur19, ACS13, AHS12, BSS13a, CS12a, CSKB12, CK11a, DD11, DBA13, DRD12, GS12, GKK11, GS10, GB10, Jan12, JDV12, KS10, KS11b, KK12a, KJ10, KKK11, MBC10, MKK12b, MKK13b, SNS10c, SAS11, SK13, SK12d, SK12c, Tai13, Tee10b, Jie16, Del11c].

\textbf{Model-Based} [LAX17, BZC$^{+18}$, PM10, Del11c].

\textbf{Model-driven} [GPW17].

\textbf{Model-in-the-Loop} [Tur19].

\textbf{Modeling} [Ban10a, GWG$^{+17}$, KK14, KK11, SM12b, ZS13, Ban11, BGKS12, CSG13, Rip12, SAM13b, SVT13, Rus11].

\textbf{Modelling} [BM10c, CD17, GKMM18].

\textbf{Models} [BBG$^{+13}$, BWSF18a, BWSF18b, Jin18, Sha16, BMMR12, JZGH13, KSR12, KK13, Rup10].

\textbf{modern} [Pai13b, Teo13d, Teo13e].

\textbf{Modified} [GT10, KS12a, KS13a, MKK12b, MKK13b].

\textbf{Modularity} [Del13].

\textbf{Moed} [Gve13b].

\textbf{Mohamed} [Whi11].

\textbf{monitoring} [WJ12].

\textbf{Monte} [MP17].

\textbf{Monte-Carlo} [MP17].

\textbf{MOOCs} [AH12e].

\textbf{Moose} [Nie12].

\textbf{Moral} [Ost16b].

\textbf{MORSE} [GPW17].

\textbf{Moscow} [MRS15].

\textbf{movement} [Jai11].

\textbf{MTD} [AENK16, FCT$^{+17}$, IOS18].

\textbf{Multi} [BA13, JS18a, MWR19a, MWR19b, BMMR12, BGS$^{+13}$, GSB11, HK12, KPA10].

\textbf{Multi-Agent} [MWR19a, MWR19b, GSB11].

\textbf{multi-diagram} [BMMR12].

\textbf{Multi-Directional} [JS18a].

\textbf{multi-method} [HK12].

\textbf{multi-patterns} [KPA10].

\textbf{Multi-person} [BA13].

\textbf{multi-threats} [BGS$^{+13}$].

\textbf{multicore} [Sch12a].

\textbf{Multidimensional} [BM10b].

\textbf{multilayer} [DRD12].

\textbf{multiple} [JS12].

\textbf{multiprocessor} [Vu11].

\textbf{mutant} [Tee10a].

\textbf{mutual} [Ban12a].

\textbf{Nam} [Fro13b].

\textbf{Narasimhan} [Rog10].

\textbf{Nathaniel} [Bes13a].

\textbf{Natural} [Sin19, Del11b, Mac10].

\textbf{navigation} [JS18a].

\textbf{Neal} [Bes13a].

\textbf{necessary} [MBC10].

\textbf{need} [CA10].

\textbf{negotiation} [Mat19].

\textbf{nested} [Jai11].


\textbf{nets} [ACK12].

\textbf{Network} [GGR10, KAZS14, Sau11, DD11, JRX12, SBS11, Sch13a, ZS13].

\textbf{network-on-chip} [Sch13a].

\textbf{networking} [Bat11].

\textbf{networks} [ZS14, KSR12, SK10b, Rog10].

\textbf{neural} [DD11, SBS11, SK10b].

\textbf{news} [Not12].

\textbf{Next} [BCDE18a, BCDE18b].

\textbf{NECTA} [BCDE18a, BCDE18b].

\textbf{Nick} [Del12c].

\textbf{Nigel} [Saf10].

\textbf{Nine} [SS16].

\textbf{Ninth} [FCT$^{+17}$].

\textbf{Nir} [Vu11].

\textbf{NLP} [SK13].

\textbf{No} [FM18d, FM18b, Gre12a].

\textbf{non} [ACK12, Ber10a, HK12, Lan11].

\textbf{non-compliant} [Lan11].

\textbf{non-concurrent} [ACK12].

\textbf{non-constant} [HK12].

\textbf{non-linear} [Ber10a].

\textbf{Nordin} [Teo13b].

\textbf{Notation} [DR18, LLS12].

\textbf{note} [LG12].

\textbf{Notes} [APNT16, KBR17a, Doel10a, Doel10b, Doel10c, Doel10d, Doel10e, Doel11a, Doel11b, Doel11c, Doel12a, Doel12b, Doel12c, Doel12d, Doel12e, Doel12f, Doel13a, Doel13b, Doel13c, Doel13d, Doel13e, Doel13f, Doel14, Doel16a, Doel16b, Doel16c, Doel16d, Doel18].

\textbf{Novel} [NGD14b, NP16, GDF13, JG13, SV13].

\textbf{NUI} [Del11b].

\textbf{Number} [RK16].

\textbf{Numerical} [NP16, Tri10b].

\textbf{nursing} [NS10b].

\textbf{Nuseibeh} [Ber11d].

\textbf{Object} [DR11b, KS11a, KBR17b, KB11a, MSM18, RC17, CN11, DR10, DR11a, DRD12, GB11, GS10, GB13a, GB13b, Gup11, HK12, JG13, JK12, KK12a, KCS11, KK12b, MJ11, PM12, SGS12b, SK11, Sin13, Teo13g, YA12].
[HSS\textsuperscript{+}16, Ban11, HDKB13]. Responsible [Ost17]. REST [Ebe13, Ebe13]. RESTful [Del12b]. Restructuring [RC17]. Results [Adr19, SS10a]. Resurgence [MSS19]. RET [BBU\textsuperscript{+}17, UYG\textsuperscript{+}19]. retrieval [BDJ10].
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